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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear UM Graduates,
Today we are honored to welcome University of Montana graduates from both 2020 and 2021.
Each of you persevered to graduate despite the many disruptions to life and learning that COVID-19 introduced. You 
accomplished something truly impressive that future generations will look back upon, study and admire: You completed 
your degrees during an unprecedented global pandemic. We are impressed by and proud of you, and grateful that you 
are joining us today for this historic Commencement.
We join together today to celebrate you, your incredible hard work, your accomplishments as UM students and your 
bright futures. The grit and determination that drove you to complete your degree requirements during a global 
pandemic, combined with the interdisciplinary, broad-base education you received at UM, will ensure success in your 
chosen career paths and life journeys.
As you begin your time as a UM alum, we hope your tenure at UM will continue. Each of you uniquely impacted UM and 
will forever be an important part of our institution's history.
No matter where the road ahead may take you, know that your UM Family is cheering for you.
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ACADEMIC REGALIA
The academic regalia - consisting of cap, gown and hood - originated in about the 12th century. It was primarily worn 
for warmth.
AGRICULTURE ......................................................... MAIZE 






FINE ARTS, INCLUDING ARCHITECTURE...............................................................................................................BROWN
FORESTRY, ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES, SUSTAINABILITY.................................................................................... RUSSET
JOURNALISM................................................................................................................................ CRIMSON
LAW......................................................................................................................................................................... PURPLE




ORATORY, COMMUNICATIONS STUDIES, BROADCASTING................................................................................... SILVER GRAY
PHARMACY................................................................................................................................................................ OLIVE GREEN
PHILOSOPHY................................................................................................................................ ...................DARK BLUE
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, MANUAL THERAPY, PHYSICAL THERAPY............................................................................ SAGE GREEN
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION, PUBLIC POLICY, FOREIGN SERVICE...............................................................PEACOCK BLUE
PUBLIC HEALTH................................................................................................................................................... SALMON PINK







Graduates from the Davidson Honors College are wearing the DHC medallion, trimmed in maroon ribbon. This 
represents their completion of the DHC curriculum and graduation with University Scholar distinction.
FRANKE GLOBAL LEADERSHIP INITIATIVE
Students who have successfully completed the four-year Franke Global Leadership Initiative, gaining an interdisciplinary 
look at some of society's more pressing issues, are wearing copper, silver and gold cords.
VETERANS CORDS
Veterans who have served our country in the various branches of our military and returned to school to further their 
education are wearing red, white and blue cords.
FIRST GENERATION STOLE
About 33% of UM students are the first in their family to attend college. Those graduating today are wearing a white 
stole to celebrate therr achievements.
RAINBOW STOLE AND CORDS
Students wearing rainbow stoles and/or cords are members of our campus LGBTQ+ community. The stoles and cords 
acknowledge their achievements and contributions to the University.
STOLE OF GRATITUDE
Many of our graduates are wearing the maroon Stole of Gratitude. After the ceremony, the stole is given as a symbol of 
appreciation from a graduate to a special person who provided support during their college career.
HONOR CORDS
GOLD ..........................................................................................................SUMMA CUM LAUDE/HIGHEST HONORS
S)LVER ............................................................................................................... MAGNA CUM LAUDE/HIGH HONORS
BRONZE .................................................................................................................................... CUM LAUDE/HONORS
RED....................................................... MORTAR BOARD EXECUTIVE TEAM, A NATIONAL SENIOR HONORS SOCIETY
BLACK & GOLD.................................................MORTAR BOARD MEMBERS, A NATIONAL SENIOR HONORS SOCIETY
GOLD & BLUE...........................................................................................GOLDEN KEY, A NATIONAL HONORS SOCIETY
. ................................................................................................................. RHO CHI, THE PHARMACY HONORS SOCIETY 
BLUE, GOLD, & BROWN.................................................GAMMA THETA UPSILON, THE GEOGRAPHY HONOR SOCIETY
VIOLET, GOLD, & LAVENDER...................................................... PI MU EPSILON, THE MATHEMATICS HONOR SOCIETY
ORANGE & WHITE................................................. NATIONAL STUDENT SPEECH LANGUAGE HEARING ASSOCIATION
SALMON............................................................................... DELTA OMEGA, HONORARY SOCIETY IN PUBLIC HEALTH
GREEN ....................................................................ORDER OF OMEGA, A LEADERSHIP HONORS SOCIETY




HONORARY DEGREE OF BUSINESS 
RECIPIENT AND
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER
During his legendary business career, William (Bill) A. Franke has served 
as the chief executive officer of an Industrial Fortune 500 forest products 
company, chairman of a large regional bank, chairman of a large U.S. 
convenience store company and chief executive officer of American West 
Airlines (now integrated into American Airlines).
As managing partner and founder of Indigo Partners, a private equity firm 
focused on worldwide investments in air transportation, Mr. Franke was 
the founding chairman of both Airplanes Group, Ltd. and Tiger Airways 
in Singapore, as well as the chairman of Spirit Airways. At present, he 
is the chairman of Wizz Air in Hungary, JetSMART Airlines in Chile and 
Argentina, and Frontier Airlines. Mr. Franke is also a director of Volaris in 
Mexico and a startup Canadian airline.
Born in Texas and raised in Latin America, Mr. Franke holds undergraduate and graduate degrees from Stanford 
University and an honorary doctorate from Northern Arizona University. Beyond his many professional accomplishments, 
Mr. Franke is respected as a dedicated mentor to young business people and a generous philanthropist who has made 
a substantial impact at several institutions, including the University of Montana where both the W.A. Franke College of 





Dr. Aislinn HeavyRunner-Rioux (Blackfeet) is a born and raised Montanan 
with strong ties to her family and homelands on the Blackfeet Nation. She 
grew up in Missoula — in large part on the University of Montana campus 
and Native American Studies Department — helping her mother, the 
late Bonnie HeavyRunner who launched the state's first Native American 
Studies department, in the office, teaching students how to make dream 
catchers, and cooking and serving food at student events.
Aislinn pursued her own journey in education through earning a bachelor's 
degree in criminology/forensic anthropology, master's degree in applied 
statistics and a doctorate in educational leadership — all from the 
University of Montana. Aislinn earned many prestigious awards and 
scholarships during her academic career at UM, including the President's 
Outstanding Senior Award, UM Diversity Student Award, Dennis and 
Phyllis Washington Foundation Native American Graduate Fellow, the 
Bertha Morton Scholarship and more.
Aislinn is a research and evaluation professional with expertise in applied statistics, evaluation, research and teaching for 
diverse audiences. She has more than 15 years of experience working with indigenous communities through quantitative 
and qualitative methodologies, data analysis and interpretation, representative data visualizations and evaluation. 
Today, she is the Vice President for Research and Evaluation with Kauffman & Associates, Inc., a Native woman-owned 
management consulting firm. Aislinn recently moved back to Arlee to be closer to family — especially her 97-year-old 
grandmother — and enjoy the best things in life, most of all, coffee in the morning with her husband and riding horses 
with her daughters.
BONNIE "SIM-SIN" HEAVYRUNNER
HONORARY DOCTORATE OF LAW
One of 13 children, Bonnie "Sim-Sin" HeavyRunner grew up in Browning 
on the Blackfeet Reservation. A two-time graduate of the University of 
Montana, Ms. HeavyRunner received an undergraduate degree in social 
work and a juris doctorate from the now-named Alexander Blewett III 
School of Law, where she was the only American Indian law student in 
her class.
Bonnie HeavyRunner's career was one of impact. In addition to her 
numerous and impressive accomplishments as a tribal court judge and 
prosecutor, educator and advocate for victims and survivors of crime, she 
served as the director of the UM's Native American Studies program and 
is credited with launching Montana's first Native American Studies major 
and organizing the first Kyi-Yo Academic Conference. Ms. HeavyRunner 
was a leader on the state and national level as a member of the National 
Indian Justice Board, Montana State Advisory Committee for the U.S. Civil 
Rights Commission and the National Court Appointed Special Advocates 
Association's Tribal Court Advisory Committee.
Before her death in 1997 at age 46, Bonnie HeavyRunner was recognized for her unrelenting efforts to support American 
Indian communities, victims of domestic violence and other disadvantaged populations.
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SATURDAY MORNING
MAY 1, 2021-9 A.M.
W.A. Franke College of Forestry and Conservation, College of Business, 
College of Humanities & Sciences
BACCALAUREATE & ADVANCED DEGREE CEREMONY
The audience is asked to remain standing while the procession passes and to hold all applause until all degrees are conferred.
PROCESSIONAL
The Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees, Platform Party Members, the President
HEAD MARSHAL
Chris Palmer, Professor, Chemistry and Biochemistry, College of Humanities and Sciences
MARSHALS
Nader Shooshtari, Professor, Management & Marketing, College of Business
Meradeth Snow, Associate Professor and Chair, Anthropology, College of Humanities & Sciences
David Cody, Voice Faculty, School of Music, College of Arts and Media
Georgia Cobbs, Professor, Teaching and Learning, Phyllis J. Washington College of Education
The list of degree candidates begins on page 9.
The degree candidates' names will be read by Peter Christian and Denny Bedard.
Sign Language Interpretation by Denise May and Brandy Reinhardt
Assisted Listening Device (ALD), Frequency 72.1 mhz 
(Please talk to an usher to request a device)
The carillon concert has been made possible by the generous contributions from the 
Coffee Memorial Fund, Mrs. Hugh Galusha Jr., William Gallagher, the First Bank Western Montana-Missoula and other 
donations through the UM Foundation to restore the carillon.
The concert before the exercises will be performed by Barbara Ballas.
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COLOR GUARD
CADET IN CHARGE................................................................................................................. CADET MADISON KOHLS
NATIONAL COLORS............................................................................................................. CADET CHARLES RASNICK
STATE COLORS......................................................................................................................... CADET NATHAN MOORE
RIFLE BEARER..........................................................................................................................CADET HANNAH SCHULER
RIFLE BEARER..........................................................................................................................CADET PHOEBE WALLACE
PRESENTATION OF COLORS....................................................................... NATIONAL ANTHEM SUNG BY LEASI MANA
HONOR SONG........................ LED BY CHIEF EARL OLD PERSON, TRADITIONAL CHIEF OF THE BLACKFEET NATION
WELCOME.......................................................................................................................... SETH BODNAR, PRESIDENT
ASUM VIDEO REMARKS................ TAYLOR GREGORY, JAMES FLANAGAN, ABBIGAIL BELCHER AND ETHAN HANLEY
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DOCTORATE....................................................................SETH BODNAR, PRESIDENT
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS...................................................... ................................................... WILLIAM A. FRANKE
CONFERRING OF DEGREES............................................................................................... SETH BODNAR, PRESIDENT
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
MAY 1, 2021 - 2 P.M.
Phyllis J. Washington College of Education, College of Health, College of the Arts and 
Media, Missoula College, Department of Public Administration and Policy
BACCALAUREATE & ADVANCED DEGREE CEREMONY
The audience is asked to remain standing while the procession passes and to hold all applause until all degrees are conferred.
PROCESSIONAL
The Colors, Marshals, the Faculty, Candidates for Degrees, Platform Party Members, the President
HEAD MARSHAL
Chris Palmer, Professor, Chemistry and Biochemistry, College of Humanities and Sciences
MARSHALS
Wally Higgins, Lecturer, Department of Applied Computing and Engineering Technology, Missoula College 
John Eglin, Professor of History, College of the Humanities & Sciences
Heidi Eggert, Associate Professor, School of Theatre and Dance, College of the Arts and Media
Tony Ward, Professor and Chair, School of Public and Community Health Sciences, College of Health
The list of degree candidates begins on page 33.
The degree candidates' names will be read by Peter Christian and Denny Bedard.
Sign Language Interpretation by Denise May and Brandy Reinhardt 
Assisted Listening Device (ALD), Frequency 72.1 mhz 






























CADET IN CHARGE................................................................................................................. CADET MADISON KOHLS
NATIONAL COLORS................................................................................................................ CADET CHARLES RASNICK
STATE COLORS......................................................................................................................... CADET NATHAN MOORE
RIFLE BEARER.......................................................................................................................... CADET HANNAH SCHULER
RIFLE BEARER........................................................................................................................... CADET PHOEBE WALLACE
PRESENTATION OF COLORS...................................................................... NATIONAL ANTHEM SUNG BY LEASI MANA
HONOR SONG........................... LED BY CHIEF EARL OLD PERSON, TRADITIONAL CHIEF OF THE BLACKFEET NATION
WELCOME.......................................................................................................................... SETH BODNAR, PRESIDENT
ASUM VIDEO REMARKS................ TAYLOR GREGORY, JAMES FLANAGAN, ABBIGAIL BELCHER AND ETHAN HANLEY
PRESENTATION OF HONORARY DOCTORATE....................................................................SETH BODNAR, PRESIDENT
COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS...................................................................................... AISLINN HEAVYRUNNER-RIOUX
CONFERRING OF DEGREES...............................................................................................SETH BODNAR, PRESIDENT
PLATFORM PARTY - MORNING CEREMONY
Julie Baldwin, Associate Dean of the College of Humanities & Sciences
Seth Bodnar, President
Georgia Cobbs, Faculty Marshal
David Cody, Faculty Marshal
Joyce Dombrouski, Board of Regents
William A. Franke, Honorary Doctorate Recipient/Commencement Speaker
Reed Humphrey, Acting Provost
Ashby Kinch, Associate Dean of the Graduate School
Timothy Nichols, Dean of the Davidson Honors College
Earl Old Person, Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
Chris Palmer, Head Marshal and Chair of Faculty Senate
Nader Shooshtari, Faculty Marshal
Meradeth Snow, Faculty Marshal
Suzanne Tilleman, Dean of the College of Business
Alan Townsend, Dean of the W.A. Franke College of Forestry and Conservation
PLATFORM PARTY - AFTERNOON CEREMONY
Laurie Baefsky, Dean of the College of the Arts and Media
Seth Bodnar, President
Joyce Dombrouski, Board of Regents
Heidi Eggert, Faculty Marshal
John Eglin, Faculty Marshal
Tom Gallagher, Dean of Missoula College
Bonnie HeavyRunner, Posthumous Honorary Doctorate Recipient
Aislinn HeavyRunner-Rioux, Commencement Speaker
Wally Higgins, Faculty Marshal
Reed Humphrey, Acting Provost
Paul Kirgis, Dean of the Alexander Blewett III School of Law
Adrea Lawrence, Dean of the Phyllis J. Washington College of Education
Marketa Marvanova, Dean of the College of Health
Timothy Nichols, Dean of the Davidson Honors College
Earl Old Person, Traditional Chief of the Blackfeet Nation
Chris Palmer, Head Marshal and Chair of Faculty Senate
Tony Ward, Faculty Marshal





• W.A. Franke College of Forestry and Conservation
• College of Business
• College of Humanities & Sciences
GRADUATE SCHOOL
The candidates will be presented by











Daniel Adam Decato 2
Vanessa Selimovic2
Cellular, Molecular, & Microbial Biology
Nicholas John Day2
Shaun Gregory Wachter 2
Xiaobo Wang1






Mark Lane Douglas 3





Allison Christine Keever 2
Alexander Vishvamitra Kumar1





















Organismal Biology & Ecology
Anthony Barrett Lapsansky 4
Maria Stager 2
Peter Jeffrey Williams 4
Psychology
James Michael McCrohan Brennan5





Olivia Grace Bridges Holter 2
James Donald McFarland5















The candidates will be presented by 
Alan Townsend, Dean of the W.A. Franke 




Matthew Ryan Cunningham 4
Sheryl Gunn 3
Jordan Andrew Jimmie1
Enzo Paolo Martelli Moya 4
Mary-Ellen Reyna4
Luke A. Rymniak 4






Joseph Henry Offer 3
Sofronio Catalino Propios1
Ryan Patrick Rock1
Parks, Tourism & Recreation 
Management
Carter Wyatt Bermingham1












Lucille Marie Frances Rice1
Hannah Mary Elizabeth Wilson1
Systems Ecology
Julia K. Berkey1










Hannah Elena Beyl3 
James Vaughan Branch4 
Kari Lynn Eneas1 
David Brown Haines 3
Forest Parker Hayes1
Teagan A. Hayes1
1 Spring 202012 Summer 20201 3 Autumn 202014 Spring 202115 Summer 2021We make every effort to include accurate information on degree candidates.






Natural Resource Conflict Resolution
Daniel Phelps Anderson4
Travis Donald Anklam 4
Katherine Kellam Coe3
Rebecca Michael Elderkin1









Lucille Marie Frances Rice1
Sara Nicole Schmidt3




































With a minor in Climate Change Studies








With a minor in Business Administration 
Magna Cum Laude
University Scholar
Danielle Dawn Novotny 3
Magna Cum Laude
Eamon Coyle Peterson1
Kian G. Speck 4
Magna Cum Laude
William Robert Stevens 4
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Adele Raven Underwood4
With a minor in Biology
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
FORESTRY
Tyler Lee Aidworth1





Benjamin N. Burgess 4
Cum Laude
Cody Daniel3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude
Dawson Jesse Dillon 4
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Robert O’Ryan Few1
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Patrick A. Frasier 3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Liam James Hassett1
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Brent Hoffman3
Shea Liam Haggerty Kennedy 3
Tyler Willson Lilly3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management








With a minor in Geography
Erik Austin Nelson1
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Owen Thomas Oster1
Elijah Passwater 4
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Magna Cum Laude
Clint Lamar Reichert1
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Cum Laude
Jacob Ross Reller 4
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Summa Cum Laude
1 Spring 202012 Summer 202012 Autumn 20201 * Spring 2021]5 Summer 2021
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE





With a minor in Climate Change Studies






Lili Jo Ann Pongracz-Bartha4






Katrina Marie Himmelreich 4
Cum Laude


















With a minor in International Development Studies





BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
ECOLOGICAL RESTORATION 
Ecosystem Science & Restoration
Carly Rose Andlauer 4
With a minor in Biology
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
Patrick Benson3
Logan Allen Brauer 3
Rachel Maria DeRaymond 3
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
With a minor in Wildlife Biology
Zachary T. Garibay 4
Cum Laude





Nathan Scott Riley 4
Heather N. Robertson1
Dylan James Trent3
Stanley Ernest Underwood 4
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Nicolas Harry White3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Josh James Abrahamson 4
Andrew Jess Anderson3
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Kati L. Barreiros 4
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Cum Laude
Ryan George Cancroft4
With a minor in Environmental Studies
With a minor in International Development Studies
Megan E. Carlson1
Amanda Hayley Charbonneau 3
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Jason Richard Colestock L '
Rayce Raymond Compton 4
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Brea Anne Dehm 3
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Henry James DeLuca 4
With a minor in Climate Change Studies




With a minor in Climate Change Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Christian Holmes Fauser1







With a minor in Wilderness Studies
Summa Cum Laude
Grayson Daniel Henshaw 4
Riely S. Heppner1
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Cum Laude
Thomas J. Herwerden4
With a minor in Ecological Restoration









With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Magna Cum Laude
Aubrey N. Kay1
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Avery Nye Kott3
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Lily P. Lang1
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Magna Cum Laude
University Scholar
Shawna Marie Latter 3
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management 
Cum Laude
Lexis M. Lyle4
With a minor in Business Administration
Christopher John-Douglas McCowan1
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Ryan J. McNamara3
With a minor in Philosophy
Cum Laude
Yulia Misevich-Crofutt1
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Summa Cum Laude
Kavi Khokan Lapsley Mitchell4






Wylan Rae O’Neill Lopp1
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management











With a minor in Wilderness Studies
Magna Cum Laude
University Scholar
Jaret Daniel Retterath 3
Raymond Rivera-Parker1
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer E. Rokosch4
With a minor in Wilderness Studies




With a minor in Mathematics
Forrest Weston Smith1
With a minor in Wilderness Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Jared Elliot Smith1
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Grace E. Stavich4
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
With a minor in Ecological Restoration 
Magna Cum Laude
University Scholar




With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Daven Thorne1
Samuel P. Tollett4









With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Marion L. Willmus3




With a minor in Wilderness Studies
Collin James Woodland4
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
RECREATION MANAGEMENT
Parks, Tourism & Recreation
Management
Augustus Dylan Ballantine4
With a minor in Business Administration
With a minor in Dance
Cum Laude
Conlan Henry Beaver 3
Kelly A. Bednara3
With a minor in Sociology
Cum Laude
Jaime A. Breisch4
With a minor in Wilderness Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Daniel William Kurt Brown 4
Bailee Mckenzie Doman 4
Paul Joseph Ehlers3















With a minor in Sociology
Magna Cum Laude
Mitchell Charlton Reynolds4
With a minor in Media Arts
Ryleyjo Ritchey4
With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Magna Cum Laude
Zebulon Charles Ruby4
With a minor in Journalism
Jordyn A. Sartorie 4
----------------------------------------------------------------------ffi-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 11
Spring 202012 Summer 20201’ Autumn 202014 Spring 202115 Summer 2021
Dane Patrick Schwender 4
With a minor in Business Administration
Lisa Elaine Spang4




1 Spring 20201; Summer 2020]3 Autumn 2020 [4 Spring 202115 Summer2021






Patrick Francis Valentine 4
Gloria Vanden Bosch3
With a minor in Business Administration 
Cum Laude
Nickolas Paul Wagenius 4
Spencer John Zerba4




















































Caleb Nathaniel Forsberg 4
Sky M. Gennette4
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Samantha Christine Getty 4







With a minor in Mathematics
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Henry Walker Hamilton 4
Ty C. Harrison1
Madison Charlotte Henrie3




















With a minor in Biochemistry
Connor Raynor Kurz3
Jacob Stewart Lamb4
Emma Katherine Lancaster 2
With a minor in Chinese
Magna Cum Laude










With a minor in Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
Craig Daniel Martynn1





Samantha Leigh McFarland 4
With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Daniel Mchugh 4










With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Stephanie Suzanne Novak1
With a minor in Biology
With a minor in Mathematics
Magna Cum Laude
Trevor Jamison O’Brien4
With a minor in Geosciences
Aileen Elizabeth Oldstone-Moore1








With a minor in Biology
Cum Laude























With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Cum Laude
Casey Antonio Simeone3

















With a minor in Ecological Restoration
Reed Michael Traynor 4
With a minor in Communication Studies






With a minor in Wilderness Studies
Cum Laude
Morgan Renniah Wilson1























Frank Anthony Frontado 4
Zachary Freeman Goodwin1 
Summa Cum Laude
Brenna Victoria Hatch4
Graydon William Prosser Hidalgo4 




Tanner Stephen Thomas Humphries 4 
Summa Cum Laude
Glenn Glenn Ingram1 
Cum Laude
Margie Erin Knapp4 
Summa Cum Laude
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Lily P. Lang1 Samantha Cormier5
Magna Cum Laude Sadie Mae Crippen 2
UniversityScholar Ally Nicole Czeck5
Marcus Daniel Lynch4 w . nn • • • sc r j Carley Marie DeDominicis ’Summa Cum Laude 7
Margaret Iris Sullivan Magee 4 Kira D°yle
Magna Cum Laude Misty Illeen Drye5
University Scholar Berenise Esparza1
James Fain McGough 4 Sydne Taylor Frohberg 2
Magna Cum Laude 1 • 1 1 u • j 2& Cole Richard Geschwind
Rhys Anker McKinstry1 r» 1 j sr-7 t j Madison Brooke GordonCum Laude
Clara Cathrine Moisey1 Hale? Pai§e Hagen 2
Kyler Douglas Mozell1 Samantha Camas Heil5
Cum Laude Jordan Frank Hines 2
Nicolas Munoz 4 Adrian Deborah Hoffman5
Cum Laude Andrew Thomas Joyce 2
ChrisJ. Prange3 Emilee Kenneally5
Summa Cum Laude ,Firuz Kurbonov ’
Sterling Cross Prentice3 __ . . T. . ,
r- t j Kandra Elizabeth LitwinCum Laude
Julien S.Prevot* JiyanLiu5
Magna Cum Laude Samuel Joseph Maloney 3
Jacob Ross Reller4 Lindsey Mosley5
Summa Cum Laude Joanne Chiung-Hui Mou 2
Jaret Daniel Retterath3 April Hailing Murphy5
Raymond Rivera-Parker1 Tyjer Stuart Nicholson 2
Tricia Michele Rodriguez 3 jacob pjiey Page s
Summa Cum Laude ... -r iAbby Christine Pfeifer
Meghan Claire Rorick1 _ . _ «.
Summa Cum Laude Bethany Jayne Phillips
Miles D. Scheuering 4 Michaela Marie Rasmussen5
Summa Cum Laude Matthew Caleb Richards 2
UniversityScholar Gianna Schrock5
Robert John Schreiner3 Dewey Lee Smith s
Summa Cum Laude _ . _ . .
, , Jacob Harris Smyle
Bradley Robert Smith3 k L • T c i s
/ Katherine Lynn Stokes ’
Donald Swanson5 A«, r -i- <Abbey Lynn Turner ’
Clint Jacob Whittle1 t? -i t wr j s
Magna Cum Laude Emily Layne Wade5
Nathaniel Archer Williams1 MASTER OF BUSINESS
Colbyjohn Wolford3 ADMINISTRATION
Northern Rockies Outdoor Leadership Laura Christine Allen1
Jaime A. Breisch 4 Lauren MacKay Anderson 4
Magna Cum Laude T t a l- cl laJennifer Lynn Atchico-Shrestha
Lili Jo AnnPongracz-Bartha4 r-. -■ 4 • d iaT ■ ° David Austin Beach4Cum Laude
WaterScience andSociety Dylan John Berget1
RielyS. Heppner* Heidi Melissa Boggs*
Cum Laude Ben T. Buckridge *
Jeremy Brandt Lohof Burleigh 4
I Jeffrey Todd Carley3
VULLEOE L/r WhitneyJoAnnCarr4
BUSINESS Kylar Brice Clifton *
The candidates will be presented by Dustin James Crabtree 3
Suzanne Tilleman, Dean of the College Kelly Czarnik*
of Business. Kimberly Rae Earhart4
MASTER OF ACCOUNTANCY Julian A Emond 4
Arwyn Anthony5 Naatosi I. Fish *
Blake Thomas Baker 2 Ian Chase FitzGerald4
Mary Margaret Boldrey5 Alexandra Fladstol4
Nathan Scott Breigenzer5 Karlee Jean Gebhardt4
Dominique Carolyn Calabro 2 JosePh Edward Gresham 4





















Maverick Michael Mansfield 2
Todd Brian Marchant4
Jared Alan Maynard 2
Grant Robert McWilliams 4
Ethan Lee Meide 4
Sharmarke O. Mohamed1
Michael Chigozie Oguine4








































Molly Christine Lammers 4
Jostin Lawrence1
Zachary Steven Luebeck 4
Margo Claire Magnant1
Lena Mansour 3




























Mary Elise Anderson 4
Austin Westley Bankston1
Alistair Jeffrey Bernhard 3
Alexis Anthony Campestre4
August Jordan Eckmann 4
Nikki L. Gabrielsen4
Brenna Justine Hoffman 4
Hong Shen Lee4
Christopher A. McLoy 4
Jordan Gregory McNea3
Charles John McWilliams 4
Kristi Lea Moore4

















































Breanna Joey Florio 4
Magna Cum Laude






With a minor in Native American Studies
Pirrie Lyn Harris1












With a minor in Computer Science
Cum Laude









Peter James Kolokotrones 4











Arielle Nykohl Milburn 1





































































Elaine Lydia Grace Chandler 4 






Jessie Cole Cunningham 4










Justin Paul Hammer2 
Michael James Heath4
Clara Eveyln Herman 4





Seth Raman Kitchin 4
Maxim Vadimovich Korkh2 
Magna Cum Laude














With a minor in Economics
Summa Cum Laude
Riley Tanner Sletten4
With a minor in Economics
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Benjamin James Stephan 4
Connor Duncan Sumpter 4
Carmyn Wahl3
Marcus John Welnel3
With a minor in Economics












With a minor in Chinese
Allison Grigonis4
ShuhanHe3
Cory Antonia Hudson Orellana1
Kellie Salona Hunter1
With a minor in Irish Studies
Marlena Marie Jones1
Maxim Vadimovich Korkh 2
Jordan Joseph Krueger1
With a minor in Spanish
Reid Andrew Latreille1



















































With a minor in Fire Sciences & Management
Cum Laude
Brittany Ann Hettick 2
With a minor in Communication Studies
Cory Antonia Hudson Orellana1
Tyler Wallace Iverson4
Cort Michael Jensen 4







With a minor in Japanese



















John Whidden Nichols 4
















Logan Bradley Reid 2
Randy Dewayne Reynolds4
Kaedin Layne Sylvia Rosling4
With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
Kylin Donn Caroline Rosling 4 
With a minor in Media Arts
Kenneth Casey Sagami4
Madeline J. Simko 3
Logan Fredrick Simmes1
Michael Jamal Steadman 2
Kylie V. Steiner 4





With a minor in Nonprofit Administration 
Cum Laude
Kaeanna Lea Thatcher 4
Andrew David Thomas4
Ty Michael Thrall4
With a minor in Communication Studies 
Magna Cum Laude
Donald Scott Vander Veen 2
Cum Laude


















Venton Cecilia Arce 4
Cum Laude
Keegan Pierce Art1
Alexander Kahlil Baldwin 3 
Morgan Stefana Bartsch 4
With a minor in Psychology 
Alexander George Baur 4 
Jake Richard Belles2 
Patrick Elias Boise 4
Summa Cum Laude
Bianca Christine Bostrom 4
Cassidi Rose Bowman1
Summa Cum Laude













Chiao Chien Chen 4
Alexa Miles Coyle1
Magna Cum Laude
Nicolas P. Crepeau 4
Cum Laude
Jessie Cole Cunningham 4
Connor Christian Davis 4
Karen Jasmine De La Luz Martinez 
Cum Laude
Dayton R. Decker1
Logan Raye Deuel-Clinkenbeard3 
Destiny Mae Dichtel3
Tanner Gray Dodd1 
Matthew Finley Dody 3
XuhaoDong3










Andrew C. Frazier 4
Stevonie RoseMarie Freund 4 
Brandon Lee Frey3
With a minor in Computer Science 
Leilani Ann Gardipee4 
Max Irwin Gibson 4 
Joseph Robert Goff4 
Diego Gonzalez 4 
Jessica Nicole Goodman 3 
Tobin Matthew Haefele 4
With a minor in Economics
Cum Laude




1 Spring 202012 Summer 202013 Autumn 20201 * Spring 202113 Summer 2021









Jonathan Kellan Hogan 4
Jacqueline Shea Holt4
Kade William Hornaday1
Mary Katherine Horner 3
Kellie Salona Hunter1
With a minor in Irish Studies








Kurt J. Keiper 2






















Tyler John Robert McClure4















Ci Tshiab Iendoara Moua1
Christina A. Olivieri3
Mark Howard Pearson 4
Timothy Richard Potoczny 2
Molly C. Putnam 4
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar








With a minor in Media Arts
Summa Cum Laude




With a minor in Psychology 
Cum Laude
Ryan Thomas Sandau 4








Katelyn Ann Marie Sly4































Desiree G. Altmaier 4









Catherine Candace Buck 4
Rebekah Raye Burton 4






Connor Christian Davis 4
Bryanna K. Deschamps4
Delaney J. Ditler4
Liza Nancy Donier 4





With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
Adam Lanere Eastwood3





Anthony Rinaldo Flor 4
Kaulin Michael Freudenthal4






With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Benjamin Chase Hastings 2
Liam M. Hauck4
Turner Braden Hruby4
Sydney Anne Hyman1 
Cum Laude
Evan James Jackson3 




With a minor in Computer Science
Magna Cum Laude
Hanna J. Kosbab 4




Katrina Polly Liston 4
With a minor in Music
Magna Cum Laude
University Scholar




With a minor in Media Arts
Jason A. Mathews4
Michael Gregory Matthews4
With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
Charles John McWilliams1
Lani Louise Mobley 4
With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
Andrew Charles Moisey 4






















Hayden Chandler Smith 2
Hudson P. Smith 3
Joshua Vaughan Smith 3
Cum Laude
Ezra Jack Snyders 4
Cum Laude
Landen Rodney Lee Spencer1
James Robert Turner 2
Madison Paige Ueland 2
Christian M. Ulibarri4
















Samantha Ann Startin Wolf3
Cum Laude
Big Data Analytics
Brock Carlisle Adkins 4
Magna Cum Laude
University Scholar
Cassidy June Alexander1 
Cum Laude
University Scholar
Morgan Stefana Bartsch 4
Patrick Elias Boise4
Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Frances D’Alton 4
Magna Cum Laude
Karen Jasmine De La Luz Martinez 4 
Cum Laude
George Dowson4
Max Irwin Gibson 4
William Joseph Griffin1
















Witley D. Sampson1 
Cum Laude






Mackenzie R. Tilleman 4
Magna Cum Laude








Jake Richard Belles 2
Cassidi Rose Bowman1
Summa Cum Laude










Margaret Ann Junkermier 4
Cum Laude





Timothy Richard Potoczny 2




Ryan Thomas Sandau4 
Magna Cum Laude 
University Scholar













Isabella Marie Bradley4 
Cum Laude
Liza Nancy Donier4 






Nicolas Ray Ream1 
Summa Cum Laude 
University Scholar
Zuzu A. Rudio 4
Cum Laude
Entrepreneurship




















Connor Tavish Dennis 4
Summa Cum Laude
18
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Natalie K. Drozdz1
1 Spring 2020 |2 Summer 202013 Autumn 2020 |4 Spring 20211$ Summer 2021
Cum Laude
Christian Robert Grant1







Katrina Polly Liston 4



















Lauren Dawn Sullivan 5
Cum Laude
Ty Michael Thrall4 
Magna Cum Laude
























The candidates will be presented by 
Julie Baldwin, Associate Dean of the 
































Danielle Maria Farley 2
Shanay Louise Healy1
Miranda Brianne Henrich 4
Sabrina Singh1











































Cameron Nicole Raber 4
































Larissa Kay Fitzpatrick 4
Sara Alexandra Humphers-Ginther1
Keith Jr. Leighton Rongstad 4
Rachel Ann Schafer4
Sierra Brooke Streuli4







Madison Irene McLaughlin1 
Connor Scott Panion1
Kiplin Taber1
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Creative Writing
Jacob Zachary Bienvenue 4
Alyx Brittany Chandler 4
Danielle Nicole Cooney1
William Andrew Doehring4 
Natalie Elliot3
William Bowie Fesperman1 






Rebecca Hanna Jacobson 4
Miles Jochem 4
Cassandra Rae Lee 4
Barry E. Maxwell1








Rebecca Kristine Swanberg1 
Alyssandra Catherine Jean Tobin4 
Liana Espey Woodward4 
Benjamin Biggs Yeager1















Kaitlin Margaret Carey 3
Thomas Henry Colligan 3























Simon Albert Buzzard 3







Zachary Freeman Goodwin 2
Siobhan Justine Harrity4
Mai Kimya Hedayat-Zadeh1
Blair William Libby 4








Shauni Michelle Seccombe 4
Anna Wearn1
Sarah Rose Carpenter Wood1
Geosciences
Kimberly Kay Bolhuis 4
Noah Brent Clayton 4







Organismal Biology, Ecology & 
Evolution
Victoria Christine Dahlhoff3
Erin Larkin Keller 4
MASTER OF ARTS FOR 











Alyssa Leigh Germscheid 4
Hailey Lauren Gray 4
Jamie Grace Greene 4
Jessica Lynn Hudson 4
Alexandra Ladd McElroy1
Madison Irene McLaughlin 4
Megan Ann Miller 4
Ashley Lynne Nash 4
Ryan Michael Nollan1




Delaney Rae Wickum 4
Alyssa Nicole Woods4

























With a minor in Native American Studies
Cum Laude
Deborah Jean Dhue1





With a minor in Sociology
1 Spring 2020 | 2 Summer 2020 | 5 Autumn 2020 |' Spring 2021 |5 Summer 2021
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Kate Stocking Gonzales1
1 Spring 202012 Summer 20201 3 Autumn 2020(4 Spring 202115 Summer 2021
Summa Cum Laude
Sadie Jane Howard3





With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Sophia Loehde4
With a minor in Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
Margaret Catherine Luthin3
With a minor in French












With a minor in International Development Studies
Summa Cum Laude
Haley Kashel Pavatea-Brown1
Olivia Jean Quintero 4
Magna Cum Laude
Karen Michelle Richards 4
Mackenzie Danielle Rosenleaf3
With a minor in Arabic Studies
Karysa M. Rugado 4




















Riley Todd Wood 2
Biology
Michael Andrew Antoci3








With a minor in International Development Studies
With a minor in Wildlife Biology
Keith M. Moore4
Melanie A. Nichols1
Isabel F. Quiram 3
With a minor in Art Studio
Cum Laude
James Thomas Rogan3










With a minor in Psychology
Jami Lorraine Attleberger5










With a minor in Journalism
Wilson Raymond Cartwright2
With a minor in Chinese
Cum Laude
Chia Chi Chang 4
With a minor in Japanese
Cum Laude
Annika Marie-Claire Charlson1
With a minor in Dance Specialization Education 
Shelby Maci Cole 4 
Michael John Connell2
Frances J. Connery4
Justin Michael Dailey 4
Sarah Frances D’Alton 4
With a minor in Business Administration
Magna Cum Laude
Isabelle M. Del Valle 2
With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies 
Alyssa Nicole Dimmick1
Cum Laude
Shea Daly Donovan 2
Emma N. Dorman 4
With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
Donaven Charles Dorsey 2
Keilah Azarel Everts4
Patrick James Flanagan4









Jacob Michael Haley 4
Makkie Haller4




With a minor in Media Arts
Magna Cum Laude
Merriman Louise Hemming4
With a minor in African-American Studies
With a minor in Sociology






With a minor in Nonprofit Administration
Cum Laude
Amanda Marie Jones3



















With a minor in German
Shannon Margaret McGinnis3
With a minor in Media Arts
Raven Marie McMurry4
Marley Merchen 4













With a minor in Anthropology






Makaya L. Stone 3




1 Spring 202012 Summer 202011 Autumn 2020 [ * Spring 2021 [5 Summer2021
Leah Coreena Thompson1




With a minor in Business Administration
Magna Cum Laude
Sijia Tong1
Julia Kay Tonne 2
With a minor in English
Cum Laude
Samori David Toure3
Mick Van den Bos 4
Caylyn Kalea Villatora 4
Drew Walton4
Alexandria Antoinette Wardlow 2
Danielle Jenna Weeks 2
Carli Michelle White3
Brook Lynn Wieczorek1
With a minor in Nonprofit Administration
Hannah Phillips Wright1
With a minor in Business Administration
Carly Ann Zilge1
With a minor in Russian
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Central & Southwest Asian Studies
Khadija DeShawna Davis 2
Madison Alexander Derendinger1




Juliana Louise Lutz 4




Kelcie Jean Murphy 4
With a minor in Arabic Studies
University Scholar
Julia Gabrielle Troisi1





With a minor in Japanese
Lane Wylie Eubanks1
With a minor in Chinese













Jordan S. Claveria 2
Jesse Arnold Conn4

















With a minor in Business Administration



























With a minor in Political Science
Nicole Marie Brockman1













With a minor in Chinese
With a minor in History




Siobhan Seosamh Susan Donnelly1





With a minor in Theatre
Donita Fatland4
With a minor in Spanish
Kasey Marie Faur1
























Hilde L. Huseby 4
Cum Laude
Alan M. Ihms 4
Karli Lynn Jackson 4




























With a minor in Irish Studies









Walter Andrew Mcleod Pfau3
With a minor in Journalism
Magna Cum Laude
Anna Elizabeth Potter4






Adea L. Sanders 4
With a minor in European Studies
With a minor in German
Cum Laude
Michelle Irene Schenk1
With a minor in Art Studio
Summa Cum Laude































With a minor in Business Administration









With a minor in Climate Change Studies
Dylan Christopher Brady1
With a minor in International Development Studies









With a minor in Climate Change Studies
With a minor in Wildlife Biology
Gabriella Michelle DeMarce3 
Magna Cum Laude 
University Scholar
Aurora Diaz 2
Ella Annette Dohrmann 4
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
With a minor in Wilderness Studies 
Magna Cum Laude
Anna Sophia Favour 4
With a minor in English
Magna Cum Laude
University Scholar
Brandon Allen Fish 4
With a minor in Native American Studies
Julien Bleu Fitzstrawn 4




Magalloway Elliott Gammons 4
With a minor in Music 
Summa Cum Laude 
University Scholar
Maxwell Henry Graves3
Sela Reece Hardy 3
With a minor in Business Administration
Trevor Christian Hewitt1
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
Holly Hines3











With a minor in Climate Change Studies
Cum Laude
Lars Jonson Kvaalen4
With a minor in Geosciences
Margaret Iris Sullivan Magee 4












Hanna Linsee Sailer 4










With a minor in Climate Change Studies
Cooper Thomas Webster1
With a minor in Philosophy
Mallory K. Wells1
Patrick Crispin Wilbur1



















Tatiana Millett  Jauck 4
With a minor in European Studies
Byron Forrest Sacry 4
Joshua Vaughan Smith4
Cum Laude
Global Humanities & Religions
Ryan Patrick Dufresne4
With a minor in South & Southeast Asian Studies
Tanner Joseph Gryder 4
With a minor in South & Southeast Asian Studies
Connor McKade Haworth1
Benjamin Everett Reoux1










1 Spring 202012 Summer 2020 [3 Autumn 202014 Spring 202115 Summer 2021
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Peyton C. Fulbright1









With a minor in Latin
Cum Laude






With a minor in African-American Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Emmett Ball3




Gunner Erich John Chandler1
Henry D. Charpentier1
Magna Cum Laude
Remington J. Christopher O’Conlough4
With a minor in Political Science
Grant M. Cooper4
Brendon Michael Elerick1
Riley Elise Erion 2
Sophia Hattie Etier1
Thomas Patrick Flesch4
With a minor in Political Science
Brock R. Flynn1
Jesse Eli Francis1







With a minor in Arabic Studies
Cum Laude
Paul Michael Hamby *
Magna Cum Laude
Austin Oliver Scott Haney1
With a minor in Irish Studies
Jemison Coltrane Harvey Naive 4




Samuel Taylor Jones 4
With a minor in Spanish
Cum Laude
Louisa Lorraine Lopez 4
Stephen Mccollum Marrin 4
Cum Laude
Kalaysha Dawn McWilliams1
With a minor in Central & Southwest Asian Studies
With a minor in Geography
Cum Laude
Michael Price Mercer 3
With a minor in English
Magna Cum Laude
Natalie Danielle Mongeau1
With a minor in Wilderness Studies
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Kelcie Jean Murphy 4
With a minor in Arabic Studies
University Scholar
Sean M. Nettleton1
With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Xavier Pace 4







Byron Forrest Sacry 4
Anna Katherine Schale 4




Amelia B. Shields 4
With a minor in Wilderness Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Timothy Michael Simonich4
Thor David Skjelver 4
With a minor in Business Administration
Piper Amanda Elizabeth Smith4
With a minor in English
Cum Laude
David George Stumhofer 4
With a minor in Chinese
Boston A. Sullivan4
With a minor in English
Cum Laude
Connar Tadlock5
With a minor in Political Science
William Thompson4
Samuel Jefferson Tinsley3
With a minor in Geography
Neil Tredray 4
With a minor in Latin American Studies
Cum Laude
Daniel David Warila 2
With a minor in Anthropology
Rebecca Lynn Warwick1
With a minor in Political Science




With a minor in Central & Southwest Asian Studies
Magna Cum Laude




Myranda R. Depner 4
With a minor in Art Studio
Allison Grigonis 4
Summa Cum Laude










With a minor in French
Garrett Jordan Jasnicki2
Mackenzie Danielle Rosenleaf3
With a minor in Arabic Studies
Noah Isak Lichen Turtle Rummel-Lindig1
Mathematics
Brock Carlisle Adkins 4









With a minor in Computer Science
Amanda Gene Brennan3
Ross M. Coleman 3







Ian Russell Gonzales 2
With a minor in Computer Science 
Summa Cum Laude
William Joseph Griffin 3
Rebecca N. Hasenyager 4 





With a minor in Computer Science









Alexander John Sampson 4
With a minor in Physics
Witlev D. Sampson1


























With a minor in Environmental Studies
David Wayne Diacon1
Juniper Rose Eastwood1












With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies 
Summa Cum Laude





With a minor in Latin American Studies
Summa Cum Laude
Natalie Irene Temple 4
With a minor in History
Magna Cum Laude
Physics
Andrew Jacob Stephen Ammons 4
With a minor in Computer Science
Kailee Jewelle Collins1
With a minor in Mathematics
Cum Laude
Jasmine Marie Dierenfield 3









With a minor in Mathematics
Ashley Colleen Hilferty 4
Joseph David Kelly4
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
With a minor in Mathematics 





Sean Patrick McNulty 2
Magna Cum Laude
William Graham Moss 4
With a minor in Mathematics
Cum Laude
Cody Timothy Norberg1
With a minor in Biology
Cum Laude
Samuel James Schonsberg 4
With a minor in Mathematics
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Douglas M. Stobie 4








With a minor in English
Alex Michael Zimorino4
With a minor in Mathematics
Magna Cum Laude
Political Science




Ay va Elizabeth Axton1
With a minor in Business Administration
Cum Laude
Dominic Paul Beccari4
With a minor in History
Carol Lee Beilin4
With a minor in History
Cum Laude
Annie Elise Berget1










With a minor in Philosophy
Bailey S. Carpenter1
With a minor in Global Public Health














Amanda June Cunningham 4




With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Grace M. Dunnehoff1
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
















With a minor in Arabic Studies
With a minor in Military Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Morgan Renee Gramlich1




Taylor W. Gregory 4




With a minor in Arabic Studies
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Sten Erik Ludvig Hallgren1
With a minor in International Development Studies 
With a minor in Spanish
Magna Cum Laude
Abigail Catherine Hobbs3






With a minor in International Development Studies 
Cum Laude
Ashli D. Jaschke1
With a minor in History




Westyn R Kiehn 4
Ashley Carman Machado4






|2 Summer 202013 Autumn 202014 Spring 2021(5 Summer 2021
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Valeria Miranda 4
With a minor in African-American Studies
Cum Laude




With a minor in Global Public Health 
Cum Laude
Zoe Elizabeth Nelson3
With a minor in Latin American Studies 
Cum Laude
University Scholar
Lyndee Irene Nikkila 4
With a minor in Native American Studies
Daniel J. Parsons1
Kate Walker Paskievitch 4
With a minor in Journalism
Cum Laude
Christian Jack Pfeifer4
With a minor in English
Magna Cum Laude
Gabrielle Lynn Plessner 4
With a minor in Global Public Health
Taylor Powell1
Jack Marvin Joersz Rinck 3
With a minor in Climate Change Studies 
Cum Laude
University Scholar
Kyle Christopher Cole Rosling1
With a minor in Russian Studies
Jordan Sheri Schwab3
Nicholas James Shepard 4
With a minor in Climate Change Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Annabelle Marie Smith1
With a minor in Sociology
Summa Cum Laude
Parker J. Spadt3





With a minor in Arabic Studies
Cum Laude
Samuel Jefferson Tinsley3
With a minor in Geography
Madison Kaye Tyson1
Cum Laude
Brinley Cooney Vaughan 4









Alex TM Wicks 3
Rachel Elizabeth Willcockson1 
With a minor in Arabic Studies
Adam Joseph Wilson1
Marianna Armina Yearboro1










With a minor in Human and Family Development
Genevieve Marie Andrus1
With a minor in Anthropology
Madison Andrus 3
Cum Laude
Chase Ryan Armstrong 4
Phallon Rhea Arthun1
Lauren Nicole Baeten3
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Charles Edwin Bankston 3
Jennifer Lynn Barnhill5
Victoria Jade Baur 4












Katherine Ann Browne 4

















Lucy Elizabeth Chadwick 2
With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies 
Cum Laude
Isabella Maria Choy 3
Curran Marie Christensen 4
Cum Laude
Adam Kevin Christiaens 4
Lindsey Nicole Coffin1
Jennifer Cole4
With a minor in English
Cassidy Cruciotti2
Cum Laude
Caelan Coburn Cummings 4
With a minor in Philosophy
Magna Cum Laude
Carissa Alyce Daniels 2
Hannah DeBellis1









With a minor in Music
Ashley Lynn Ditchman5
With a minor in Sociology
Mackenzie Paige Downie 2
Sarah Nicole Drew1
With a minor in Human and Family Development 
Summa Cum Laude
Melanie Kathrine Edwards1
Dylan Cole Eickmeyer 2
Olivia Jude Ellis1
Cum Laude
Jocelyn M. Erickson 4
Holli Elizabeth Fieldhouse1
Abigail G. Fiske4










With a minor in History
Reanne Rochelle Gehring1
Ciara Marie Gentry1

















Meagan Dawn Harris 2
Ashli C. Hatcher1
Amy S. Haverfield1
With a minor in Human and Family Development
Katherine Grace Hawes1





1 Spring 202012 Summer 20201 ’ Autumn 20201 * Spring 20211' Summer 2021
Westley M. Hughes 2
With a minor in Mathematics
Deszmon G. Humphries3
Brittney Ariel Hunter 3
Mason C. Hutchinson 4
Cum Laude
Abigail Faith Inabnit2
Martin M. Iosefo 3
Kynlee Deanne Jarboe 2
Chantelle Ashley Nicole Jenkins1
1 Spring 2020 [2 Summer 202013 Autumn 20201 * Spring 202115 Summer 2021
With a minor in Communication Studies
Taylor Elaine Johnson 4
With a minor in Native American Studies
Cum Laude
Alyssa Sarah Judd 4
Isabel Celeste Judice4
Konnor Lynn Kambic3
Jacqueline Rachelle Kessler 4
Annie Jo King 2
Abbey Rose Korzonowski4
Oscar Raymond Kronenberger4
With a minor in Spanish
Summa Cum Laude
Courtney L.Kubitz 3
With a minor in Sociology*
Magna Cum Laude








With a minor in Human and Family Development
Chandler Alexander Lewis 4
Jerry Francis Louie-McGee1
Madison E. Lovett1
With a minor in French
Cum Laude
Grace Ellen Lowder5




With a minor in Biochemistry





Stephanie Roxanne Markin 4




Olivia Nikole McCafferty 2
Bradley Daniel McCain2
Lisa Rose McFarland1
With a minor in Human and Family Development
Meagan Grace McKinnon4
Jessica Kay McManus1

















Shaina Nicole Ore 4
Cum Laude
Jordan Thomas Panarella4





Gino Richard Peterson 3
Taylor Powell1




With a minor in Sociology
Cum Laude
Zachary Christian Rehm 2
Bailey A. Reifenberger5
















Emily Joy Schindeldecker 2
With a minor in Anthropology
Magna Cum Laude
Cami April Sellers4
With a minor in Human and Family Development
Cum Laude
Mary Rachael Seymour 3

















With a minor in Gerontology
Noah James Steckley 4









With a minor in Japanese
With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
Jordan Renee Sweeney1

















Andrew Michael Walling 4
With a minor in Music
Winfield Eugene West4
With a minor in Sociology
Cum Laude
Lauren Eileen Williams1
Caitlin Laurel Willson 4

























With a minor in Psychology
With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies 
Joseph Henry Babros4 
Tanner Joe Bailey1
Kayla Joan Ballou4
With a minor in Communication Studies
Cum Laude
Slade Stuart Bettenhausen3




Brandi Lee Brenden 4
With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Nicholas Brennan1
McCall Davis Burns4
With a minor in Environmental Studies
Magna Cum Laude




Asia Leanne Chhon 4






Joshua Michael Paul Deshner1
With a minor in Spanish
Olivia Michelle Destiche Anderson5
With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Abigail L. Ehret4
Jocelyn M. Erickson 4
Parris Temple Febbo-Moon1
Erin Marie Fitzpatrick 4
Cum Laude
Colter Frank Flanagan3




Alexis L. Good 4
Christian Karnig Hall3
With a minor in Communication Studies
Caroline Rae Hamblin4


















With a minor in Human and Family Development 
Nic Arin Jellison1
With a minor in Psychology
Kathryn J. Kepler1 
Summa Cum Laude
Jacqueline Rachelle Kessler 4
Victoria Marie Koch1
With a minor in Political Science









With a minor in Psychology
Caleb Richard Melzer-Roush3
With a minor in Psychology
Toth Julian Mendius 2
Riley S. Mentel4
With a minor in International Development Studies 
Cum Laude
Madison Elizabeth Meredith3
Summer Marie Morkrid 3
David Z. Neumayer-Tooke3





With a minor in International Development Studies
Cum Laude
Hunter Bryan Paulson4 
Summa Cum Laude
Kacie McKinzie Pierce3
Kordell Ross Pillans 3
Nadine Allison Porcel1
With a minor in Psychology
Natalie Ann Razey1
With a minor in Political Science




With a minor in Environmental Studies
Brandon Lloyd Sales 2




With a minor in Arabic Studies
Cum Laude
University Scholar
Jordan Michael Schroeder 4
Erika L. Spear1
Cum Laude
Meghan Bryne St Germain4

















Katherine Rae VanCleave 2
With a minor in Global Public Health
Gabriela Ashley Velez1
Taylor Ashlyn Ward 4












With a minor in Latin American Studies
With a minor in Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Sesar Jesus Bonilla 4
Danika J. Bosch-Greer1










With a minor in Computer Science
Anna Catherine Reely1
With a minor in Latin American Studies
Erin Thayer3
With a minor in Latin American Studies
Cum Laude
Daisy M. Ward1





Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Broquel B. Albertson3




With a minor in Chinese
rsycn i  Su a C




With a minor in African-American Studies
Magna Cum Laude
Kylie Elizabeth Hoedel4


















Elizabeth B. Lorentz3 ~
With a minor in Chemistry
Isabella Renee Maag4
Keri D. Nauman 4








Rayshia L. Roberts 4
Sidney Love Thompson4

















With a minor in Wildlife Biology
Cum Laude
Mariah Anne Bone 4
With a minor in Biochemistry
With a minor in Chemistry
Camille L. Brandt5
With a minor in Wildlife Biology
Cum Laude
Audrey Vail Broffman 4



















Mason Lewis Derendinger1 
Cum Laude
Schuyler R. Diess1













With a minor in Anthropology























With a minor in Psychology











With a minor in Biochemistry
With a minor in Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar


















With a minor in Biochemistry








Claudia Lynn Petersen 4
Summa Cum Laude







Mary Anne Grace Reimann-Moody1 
Karlyn N. Roberts 2
Cum Laude
University Scholar
Julia Melissa Ronney 4
Cum Laude
Jenna Mae Russell4
With a minor in Gerontology
Magna Cum Laude
Kennedy Scott Salonen4
With a minor in Global Public Health














Grace Lara Crispin Stephens4
1 Spring202012 Summer 202013 Autumn 202014 Spring 202115 Summer 2021
Will Dylan Stoskopf4
With a minor in Biochemistry
Cum Laude














Marlaina Kay Turley 4
















With a minor in Computer Science
With a minor in Mathematics
Magna Cum Laude
Chemistry
Kassandra Lee Boshae 4
Chase Remington Lazaro Cardenas1
Daniel Caleb Clark3
Kalahikiola Grace Miranda Esser4
With a minor in Biochemistry
With a minor in Latin
Cum Laude
Alice R. Giem4
With a minor in Biochemistry
With a minor in Physics
Cum Laude
University Scholar
Andrew Christian Hawkins 4





Madison Grace Miller 4
With a minor in Biochemistry
With a minor in Biology
University Scholar
Keri D. Nauman4
With a minor in Geosciences
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Logan Matthew Robinette 4
With a minor in Astronomy 
Cum Laude
Cherrokee Missouri Sands 4
Anna Kristine Schmautz1




With a minor in Psychology





Mohammad M F M A Alsaad1
With a minor in Mathematics
Ali Hassan Alzarra 2
With a minor in Mathematics
With a minor in Media Arts
Riley Christian Beckham1
With a minor in Mathematics
Karl Luth Brandenberger1
Robert Carter 4
With a minor in Mathematics






With a minor in Mathematics
Magna Cum Laude
Yuri D. Dubler 2






With a minor in Mathematics
Lucas Timothy Hamilton1
Jason Michael Haroldson 3
Cody Edward Wallace Hill-Boss1
With a minor in Mathematics
Cum Laude
Jesse Lew LaFlesch1
With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
MarkM. Matas1
With a minor in Mathematics




With a minor in Mathematics
Halle D. Nurse4

















With a minor in Mathematics
Cum Laude
Kobe Paul Sagami4




Linda R. Schimming 4
With a minor in Mathematics
Kenndle K. Sierer4
With a minor in English
Cum Laude
Clayton R. Tailwhiteman 4
Levi Dalton Terry4
With a minor in Mathematics
Cum Laude
Jordan Timothy Theisen1




London Anthony Walsh 4
With a minor in Mathematics
Jacob W. Wolfe 4
Computer Science-Mathematical 
Sciences





Holly Margaret Clark 3
Cum Laude
Carson Armstrong Cook 4
Daniel W. Forsland1
Maia Althea Fuchs1
With a minor in Arabic Studies
Magna Cum Laude











Joshua Kenneth Lundin 4
Bryana Denise McKay 2
Rhys Anker McKinstry1
Cum Laude
Taylor B. Miranda 4
Medical Laboratory Science
Sadie Beth Carbajal1
With a minor in Biology
Eula Anne Margarette Fullerton1
Brandi Lynn Gallo3
Danny Wei Jiang 2
30
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Audrey E. Little 4
Cum Laude












With a minor in Physics
Joshua C. Cobb 4




With a minor in Psychology
Holleigh Kathleen Jones5
With a minor in Psychology
Addyson Knox5
With a minor in Psychology
Kristine Danielle Kramer3
With a minor in Psychology
Jacob Morgan Leatherwood1
Chase Christian Lukasiewicz2
With a minor in Psychology
Helen Randa Rose Margaris4
With a minor in Biology 
Magna Cum Laude
BrookeD. Pefley4




With a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude
Richard Stonefield Silverman-King 4
With a minor in Dance
Jaiden Kiley Souza3
Kinsey Kay Webb3







With a minor in Chemistry 
University Scholar







Joseph Pepper Pennington1 
Magna Cum Laude 
University Scholar
Savannah Stanhope-Wilson1
With a minor in Journalism 
Summa Cum Laude




































English as a Second Language








Brandi Lee Brenden 4






Asia Leanne Chhon 4
Curran Marie Christensen 4
Cum Laude
Alexis Moorea Cook1
Gavin Joy Crow 4
Amanda June Cunningham 4 
Summa Cum Laude 
University Scholar




Jocelyn M. Erickson1 
Parris Temple Febbo-Moon1 






Shannon Leigh Grill2 
Summa Cum Laude
Dakota Lynn Holman3
Cherie Renee Hudson 4 


















Toth Julian Mendius 2 
Stephanie Suzanne Novak1
Magna Cum Laude
Haley Kashel Pavatea-Brown1 
Thomas Dale Plumley1 























Kayla Marie Witham1 
Cyra Reann Woehike1 
Jourdan Leigh Wood 4
Global Leadership
































Elaine Lydia Grace Chandler4 
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Asia Leanne Chhon 4
Amanda June Cunningham4 
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Brooklyn Stewart Cunningham 4
Magna Cum Laude
University Scholar
Madeline Marie Damon4 
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar




























































Christian Jack Pfeifer 4
Magna Cum Laude




































Alex Gilmore Whaples 4 










Jake Bailey Beggin 3
Katie Nichole Benson 4
Cum Laude
Shelby Maci Cole4
Justin Michael Dailey 2
Abby Krebsbach3
Julia Kay Tonne 2
Carli Michelle White 3
Historic Preservation
Brock R. Flynn4
Kyler Douglas Mozell1 
Cum Laude
International Development Studies
Christian James Bazzano 4
Migration Studies
Taylor W. Gregory 4
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar










Women's, Gender & Sexuality Studies










• Phyllis J. Washington College of Education
• College of Health
• College of the Arts and Media
• Missoula College
• Department of Public Administration and Policy
GRADUATE SCHOOL
The candidates will be presented by
Scott Whittenburg, Dean of the Graduate 




Matthew Josiah Sydor 4~
Counselor Education










































The candidates will be presented by 
Adrea Lawrence, Dean of the Phyllis J. 









Derek Alan Buerkle 4
Earl Allen Camp5

























Krystal Renee Murphy4 
Benjamin L. Nelson 2
Taylor Isobel Olander 2
Rylie Mae Olson1
Madeleine Ann Padon4




Andrea Mae Rogalski4 
Alexandria Mae Campbell Sobin1 
Jordan Michelle Spoharski3






Trae Marie Rocheleau 4
Secondary Certification
Derek Alan Buerkle 4
Kenley Thomas Crisp 4
Samuel Raymond Kulla3
Abigail Smithberg Margolis4 
Madeleine Ann Padon 4
Andrea Mae Rogalski4
Hannah Lauren Young 4
Educational Leadership
Laura Ann Allen-Bullis 2
Jonkar Arceniega 4
Jessica James Auch 2
Jenae Rose Bagby 4
Matt Jon Carey 2
Joshua Gerald Criner3
Rachel Anne Danielson 4
Casey Lee Donahue 2
Hayleyjo Donovan1
Man Du1
Tobie Lynn Fisher 2
Jess Donald Gyapay 3
We make every effort to include accurate information on degree candidates. 
We apologize for and regret unintentionally omitted names and errors.
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Mariah A. Harvey1
1 Spring 202012 Summer 2020j3 Autumn 2020 [4 Spring 202115 Summer 2021
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ffi
Jordan Richard Hasquet3
Elyse Kathryn Anne Hege3


























Sophia MariaDeLaLucia Jensen 4
Nicholas Paul Jones1
Amberlee Jorgenson 2
Katrina Amanda Marie Joseph1
Gregory Joseph Kolwicz 2
Donald Louis Kronenberger4
Lynsey Ellis Lytle1
Kevin Michael Maher 4







Kaycie Lynn Royal Osterday1

















Suzanne Monique Johnstone 4
Natalye Nicole Myers 4
Rennie Ann Winkelman 2
Global Youth Development
Carrie Lynn Johnson1
Carolyn Anne Lee 2
Briana Muldoon2


















Charles Jonathan Appleby 2
Raedel Hazel Bagley2
Roxie Elizabeth Benjamin 2
Kelsey Tayler Brown 2
Marisa Ellen Crerar1
Raymond Nels DeBruycker3
Kaitlyn Watts Hess 3
Tiffany Jo Hobbs 2
Bill Pauli Huebsch1
Katherine Autumn Koster 3
Kammy Kirkland Meyers 4
Denikka D. Miller2
Robin Catherine Nygren 2
Paul Daniel Richardson4
Susan Irene Sharkey3




Julia Ann McCarthy-McLaverty 2
Deborah Jo Phillips 3
Brett Alan Zanto 4
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
EDUCATION
Early Childhood Education: P-3




Connie Jean Heiser 3
With a minor in Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Rae Luedtke 4
Magna Cum Laude














With a minor in Psychology
Hannah Mae Alcorn 4
Amanda I. Andres 3
Magna Cum Laude
Madison J. Baroch 4
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
















Deborah Darline Bruce 4






Marlee Rose Congdon 3
With a minor in Early Childhood Education 
Cum Laude
Ana Laurent Crites 4


























Garrett Jackson Graham 4
Cum Laude
Nathan Jacob Graves 4
Kelsey Rose Guinn1








Cum Laude _ •
















































Jacob Kent Price 4
Grayson Gene Quigley 4














With a minor in Biology
Madison Joy Schoening1
Cum Laude































Brittney Mackenzie Wittkopp2 
Cum Laude
COLLEGE OF HEALTH
The candidates will be presented by 









Scott A. Andrews 4
Christian Claye Arp 4
Blake Oliver Bachant4
Cum Laude
Jennifer Marie Baker 4
Cum Laude
Sarah Lauren Ballou 4
Cum Laude
Steven Gilfry Bellefeuille1
Sammie Micheal Bia III4
Audrey Anne Bieler1
Summa Cum Laude
































Jennifer Nicole Daly 4
Kelsey R. Deschamps4
Alex Stephen Diaz 4
Cum Laude
Kyleen Shae Dolan 4





Lexi Olson Duce 4
Cortland James Erkens4
1 Spring 202012Summer202013Autumn 20201 * Spring 20211s Summer 2021
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Julia Marie Houston 4
With a minor in Gerontology 
Carly Ann Huffman1 
Darrel W. Hunt4
Jacob Hunt4
Khai Tan Huynh 1



















Lindsey Dayle Ladouceur 4 






Tori Jayde Lindbloom 4
Summa Cum Laude




Jesse Lynn Lowe1 





Summa Cum Laude 
Katelyn Marie Michell4 
Maral Moatazedian4 
Tyrone Kray Moe 2 
Sharmarke O. Mohamed1 








































Mckenzie Cai Smith 4
Quinn Allen Spinier1
Cum Laude
















With a minor in Gerontology
Cum Laude
Tayler Joseph Williamson 2
Erik Alexander Willis1
Cum Laude





DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL 
THERAPY
Camille Eunice Chico Abelardo1
Loverna Fronteras Abella3
Mark Aidwin Abo5
Lean Alejandro Villanueva Abril3 
Mark Gerald Lacson Abuedo 4 
Michele Annmarie Acosta1 
Michael Firaza Aduviso1
Dennis Noel Pacquing Aenlle1 
Orlando Corpuz Agni4
Alfonso Kabristante Agustin3 
Jeoungah Ahn 2
Asiya Khalil Akram 4
Thea Lyn Aninao Alano 3
Arianne Verzosa Alcala1
John Michael Yabut Aldea3
Yahya Qassim Alfaifi3 
Randy Navarro Aliena 2
Joseph Louie Almenana 3
Cyra Celese Guyot Almendras 3
Gail Ann Altekruse1
Joycelyn Guillermo Amores 3 
Omal Bihag Ampac5
Ana Victoria Garcia Amponin 5 
Aidan Kay Amtmann4 
JungaeAn3
Nichole Alexandra Andriolo 4
Mary Katherine Saldana Ang 3 
Jorell Victor Sto. Domingo Angeles2 




Lulu Altamirano Armamento 2 
Kourtney Breann Armstrong1 
Evelyn Dela Cruz Arnaldo3 
Johanne Dela Cruz Arnaldo 4 
Erika Marie Morales Arrieta5 
Rahul Arsid5
Folasade Temitayo Asebiomo1 
Clarizza Astrero1
Sharon T. Atienza 4
Sochiele Tisbe Atienza3 
Laura Cristina Austria3
Danielle Lynn Axe 4 
Nicole Anne Ayotte1
Mary May Babac 3
Marsha Angeline Babington4 
Apryljann Ting Bacalso5
Elaine Baclig3
Ryan Michael Bailey3 
Kristofferson Obedencio Bajo5 
Dwight Lorete Baldoman * 
Reyson Reyes Baldomir1




Mayra L. Banda3 .
Girish Bangalore Yellappa3
Melissa Jean Baptiste3
Coleen M. Baquero 2
Anabelle Perito Barangas 4






1 Spring 2020(2 Summer 202013 Autumn 20201 * Spring 20211' Summer 2021
Jennilyn Manahan Batara5
Reynaid De La Cruz Batilong 2











Michael Joseph Beretta 2 














Elaine Vergara Buaya 2
Louie Ann Buhl1
Ashley Marie Bullers1




Anna Marie Elizabeth Lumbera Cabrera4 
Aniceto Lemnel Lazaro Cabuso4
Jesper Lloyd Castro Calado3 
Myna Katrina Abante Calangi4 
Kate Rina Tabalbag Callejo3 





Claudise Danielle Nicole Ortillo Candasa3
Andrilu Lubrico Canubas 4
Roxanne Camero Carilia 2
Rommel Pazziuagan Casibang1
Thomas John Sabellano Castanares 4
Roily Fetalcorin Castillo1





Eapen Kappammoottil Cherian 4
Yoonhee Cho 4
Pallavi Jayavant Chopade4
Deepti Rose Chorath 4
Kelly Kathleen Christensen1










Phil Noel Floresca Concepcion 4
Marjorie Amba Condicion1
Kelly Toole Conte 2
Shirley Ann Cook1
Clare Frances Cozza4
Mica Melissa Craig 3
Crisilda Christopher Crasto5
FritzieCruz3
Lissa Lynn Julaton Cruzs
Michelle Lindsey Cruz 4
Raymond Cruz3
Stephanie Lourdes Fadriga Cruz4
Haidee Budiongan Cubarol5
Nancy Claire Cullinane5
Kim Christian Cunanan 2
Britney LaRae Curran 4
Kimberlee Lynn Marsh Curtis2
Ron Labial Cutab4







Tricia Elizabeth Davis 4
Joanie Dayao3
Kathlen Mmae Rosales De Asis5
Rochelle Cacao de Dios 2
Bryan Kristoffer Gacita De La Silva1
Felix Daniel Perdido De Vera3
Carmela Evangelista Del Espiritu Santo4
Olivia Donna Del Olmo3
Heidi Javier Del Pilar5 
Maribel Vista Dela Cruz5 
Nina Carla Dela Cruz 3
Ruby Ann Anicete Denuna1 
Bhargav Vijaykumar Desai2 




Aileen Rhoda Espiritu Desquitado 4 
Janet Linda Desumala5
Jahanvi Dhanani3
Shweta Dnyaneshwar Dhumak 4 
Anna Lorraine Digdigan 2
Tessa Josephine Dimock 4 
Marielle Bernadette Jaro Dimol5 
Leah Divinagracia2
Loraine Cruz Domado 4
Jed Marie Dominguez4
Matthew Patrick Donlin 2
Stephen Walter Donnellon 4 
Benjamin C. Dosdos 2 
Christopher Clay Drewes4 
Anita D’Souza3
Dusty Jon Duncan 4 
Charmagne Duyongco1 
Liberty Rhea Ebarle1 
Heidi Marie Edwards3
Lisa Eichler1
Jihan Amr Hussein El Sokkary 3 
Bryant Aviles Enaje 4
Kristine Enaje 4
Gilda Grace Marte Enfield5
Sayli Uday Erande3 
Minnie Tipon Escobia 2 
Lana Elise Palafox Esteves 2
Arvie Tan Estigoy 4 
Jonathan Magpoc Eusebio3 
Carolyn Eusebio Evangelista 3
Julie Lundahl Eybers1 
Russell Haya Faelnar3 
Eva Hufanda Felio4
Erica Michelle Fernandes 2
Ira Fernandez 4
Roger Greg Fernandez4 
Ramon Sison Ferrer5
Kristin Marie Finch1
Lisa Marie Fisher 2
Jan Remigio Andres Francisco3 
Onaida Sugatan Francisco 4 
Shelby Lee Frasl1
Alyson Judy Freitag4 
Julie Marie Freschi4
Erwin Gillego Gabasan1 









Jocelyn Doria Garcia 4




Naomi Rahel Geberovich 2
Erika Mabelle Homoroc Generoso5
Jobin George5
Patricia Ann Ghikas5
Arjohn Dave Gabato Gill2
Rachel Yee Gonsalves1
Evangeline Mercado Gonzal1 












Amruta Dattatraya Gunjal2 
Stephanie Airelle Castillo Gusi5
Jeremy Policarpio Halili4
Audra Anissa Hall4




















Pinakin Rameshnhai Hinhoriya3 







Angel Adrian Cereneche Israel5 
Nivedithajagalur Manjunatha3 
Khushbujain1
Zenathunisa Begam Jalaludeen1 
Arlissa Mediodia Jamero5
Mungeol Jang1
Carmenza Jaramillo Parra5 






Michelle Lee Johnsons 
Sarah Eileenjohnson1
Wendy Michelle Jones1
Raylyn E. Joven 4
Kevin Jude Joyce3
Sungmijung3
Christian Joyce Lomboy Juntura2 
Denice Rene Justus4




Jacob Jeffrey Kamps 4
Hyeonguk Kang1
Sucheta Rajkishore Karoor 4 
Esther Kavitha Karunakar5






Bhagya Laxmi Kinthali2 
Katharine Kirsh5
JitkaKlier4
Katherine Elizabeth Knight2 
Subhadra Sarma Kondapalli * 
Namitha Konki1
Lakshmi Sowmya Koppineedi2 
Damaris Perez Kopsick5
Payal Anantkumar Korde 2 
Christina Tendoy Kossovich5
Patrick James Kozemski4
Tess Marie Kreofsky 4
Kevin Kucko5
Celeste Devero Lacsamana5 
Bernadette Obejas Ladia2 
Mary Grace Santiago Lagare5 
Yasmine Suzette Lagarnia1 
Luis Dolera Lagunay5 
Johanna Joy Lamanilao1 






Sharlyn Torres Lee 4
Bethany Mae Legare4
Brian Richard Levon ’
Hanniel Han Rong Lim 4
Roxanne Lim 4
Mark Allen Limb 4
Jan Chloe Limtengco 4
Juan Victor Limcangco Limtengco 4
Misha Monet Lind1
Katrina Elaine Lindstrom 3
Leah Caroline Ling 4
James Reinier Paras Lino4
Michelle Espaldon Llamera5
Malinda Ann Elizabeth Lochner5 
Daniel Chase Lockman 4
Michael Jason LoForti2
Hannah Ayesha Malinao Loma4 
Maria Milagros Lopez Ferrer5
Linda Marie Lopez 4
Ethel Cindy Lucero5
Lyju Lukose1
May-Wen Jillian Lye 2
Christopher Plumos Macasio 4 
Ophelia A. Magday 3
Pearl Maglaya1
Marifel Mae Magno 4
Ray John Mago 2









Jasmine Rae Arago Maranan 2
Kelly Lee Marcuzzi1
Paul A. Marino1
Marie Claude Martin 5
Mar Lu Mongcopa Martinez 4
Cecilia Clemente Mary4





Sharon Era Pepito Mayol1
Ryan James McCann4
Janet Taylor McCormick1
Jamie Maurice Robert McFarland4
Sarah K. McLean5
Mona Mehraj3
' Spring 20201 - Summer 202013 Autumn 20201 * Spring 202113 Summer 2021
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Lovelie Tampoco Mendoza4









Krizia Maine Cagalitan Mondejar 3
Sarayoot Mongkol3
Maria Roxette Calulo Montales 3
Maria Rheena Buenaventura Montes5
Sunghoon Moon1
Jessica Christine Cortez Morales 2
Maria Angela Monique Samonte3 
Katrina Shiri Morgan 4
Lisa Herrick Morgan 4
Rizza Joy Sebes Morta 2
Samuel Taylor Mulford1
Vidya Rameshkumar Murthy 2
Dan Ramos Muyco 4
Jennifer Sunga Muyco 4





Mary Ann Pitogo Navasquez- Salvatore 4 
Pia Karisma Nebres4
Tessa Anne Netelbeek1
Christine Elizabeth Nettles 2
Lawrence Michael Newman5 
Na’Andria Ruth Newsom 2






Mark Elton Lao Ong4
Victoria Oniah4
Azima Noojahan Oomatia 2
Jenevieve Oquendo5
Lysette Fuentes Oquendo4
Judy Ann Oraa 4
Aniela Paula Orr 2
Mapol Osias1
Erica Ota2
Jennifer Robin Ousley-Trevett1 
Samantha Kay Padilla1





Gabriel Escalon Palisoc 4
Pamela Pallera 3






Darshika Dhumil Parekh 4
Nubert Earl Parica1





Donna Lynne Parker ’
Christine Martin Pascual4



























Maria Cirille Avila Pinon5
Angela Beatrize Manese Policarpio4
Theresa Ynez Baclohan Polistico1
Lovely Rose Gomez Ponce 2
Crisamerl Geonzon Pondoc 2





Maria Carousel Carampatan Quijano 4
Blea Alhambra Quilo-an2
Bonifacio Alhambra Quilo-An3
Ramegine Rueles Quiman 2
Maria Samantha Quinain1
Diether Paul Ofaril Quintana4 
Farris Ashley Rae 4 
Kathleen Marie Rafferty Weis 2 
Saritha Ramasamy3 
Carlo Paolo Mejia Ramos4 
Grace Ramos 4
Maricar Ramos 2 
Mary Margaret Ramos5 
Alicia Ann Randolph 4 
Malika Rasheed3
Imee Rose Jalandoni Raterta 4 
Bhagyashree Suresh Raut4 
Anshula Razdan 4 
Joy Ann Sanchez Rea 4 
Maria Cecilia Zorina Seva Rebano 4 
Magdalena Maria Rebisz5 
Kalvin Sandoval Remo 2 
Deborah Jane Sera Reyes2 
Don Kirby Ampig Reyes4 
Maria Graciela Reyes3 
Carmela Espiritu Reynoso5 
Chester Ray Rhines1 
Emmalou Flores Rivera5 
Jerome Tolentino Rivera 4 
Ma Sheila Saycon Rivera5 
Nicouhl Jay Tolentino Rivera1 
Jovelyn Cadiz Roca3 
Rheena Rodriguez 2 
Sucheta Rohilla 2 
Sara Angela Romano 3 
Ruby L. Romero 2 
Janine Cornelia Ropp 4 
Ria A. Rosier 4
Jehu Ruelo Rueles 4 
Sherry Vee Rumbaoa1 
Miguel Baylosis Sabio 2 
Ashvarya Sahni4 
Vamsi Krishna Sakamuri4 
Shalini Chiu Macarambon Saldeen1 
Van Gamit Saligumba 2 
Joseph Portin Salva1 




Franchesca Rica Pineda Sambile 4 
Earnest Jacob Samuel3 
Wendy Andronika Samuels1 
Baby Louise Sanchez 2 
Jayson Matias Santos 4 
Joel Lim Santos1 
Lyra Annie Sarceno 4 
Rowena Simbolas Sarmiento1 
Yoshinao Sasase 4 
Kortney Renee Sauerbier1 
Matthew Adam Schaefer 2 
Katie Lynn Schermele ’ 
Komal Schulte 2
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Michael Aguilar Sillano 4
Hugo Silveira e Silva5
Michael De Leon Simbulan2


















Joshua Nirmal Prasanth Sudharsana5
Kansas Grace Suenram1





Joven San Mateo Tan2
Kristine Tan 2
Salvador Ruiz Tan 4
Stephanie Anne Powao Tan1
Donna Tanedo4
Lisa Kay Tanguay1
Ernest Lee Tanquieng 4
RahilaTanvir4













Jason Matthew Tiu 3
Anna Karinna Tran3




Nathaniel John Dimayacyac Untalan 3
Joy Singson Uy 2




Jennifer Trost Vecchione 2
Ivy Viado1
Christian Pocholo Vicmudo2





Natasha Paulina Gomez Violeta 2











Karla Susanne Whitaker 3
Josh Thomas Whitney 2
Sarah Elizabeth Wiehe 3
Erin Wilkinson1







Mary Ann Montemayor Wong5
Rhealyn Yabillo 2
Katherine Marimat Yaiser5
Thelma Rita Yanga-Barksdale 4
Antonio Pepania Yapha2
Myler Nabi Ybarley2
Ashter Eileen Silva Yburan5
Erin Kathleen Young3
Christian Yu5
Nina Geraldine Gaboya Yu4
Mark Anthony Zamora4












Luke Joseph McCarthy 4
McKaylaJ. McNamara1
Brittney Lee Mock1
Madelyne Halle Wilma Peterson1
Kayla Ballard Schmidt4
Madison F. Siebenaler 4
Alicia Gene Williams1
Zachary Allen Wisniewski4




Diana Marie Bigby 2
Ellecia Yvonne Bilyeu 4
Lauren Michele Bolton3
Jade A. Bosic-Reiniger 4
Joshua William Brown 4
Seth Lewis Cornell4
Sara McClure Cox 2








Sara Courtney Jestrab 2
Holly Jean Jordt3
Theresa Leigh Kelly-Mitchell1
Lacy Nicole Little 3
Erica May McMurray 3
Bonnie Vita Medlin3











Sarah Helene Stafford 4
Amy Elizabeth Surbrugg3
MASTER OF SCIENCE
Health & Human Performance
Katherine Sue Christison1
Paige Michaela Craig1





Derek Brett Jones 4
Ryan Patrick Koester1
McKenzie Rose Lanier1
Alex Stephen Lopez 4
Todd Brian Marchant3





Kathryn Grace Stoehr Tiemessen1









Abby Michele Clemons 4
Sarah Jo Conkle 4
Nadine Esther Cooper4
Kathleen R. Cotter1



















Emma Rose Jones 4
Erin Catherine Keithly1
Harley Belle Kincheloe 4
Lindsey Dawn Lannes 4
Norman Bear LeTempt1
Sully Reynold Magee 4








Marley Rose Niland 3
Blake Renee Nix 4



























Nancy Renee Berg 4

















Allison Joy Howe 4

















































Emily Adelaide Dunklee 4
Nathan Grant Gilliam3
Abigail Lichliter Hill3




1 Spring 202012 Summer 202013 Autumn 202014 Spring 202113 Summer 2021
Gretchen Elizabeth Neal1









Lean Alejandro Villanueva Abril3




Randy Navarro Aliena 2

















Joel Gregory Black 4
Louie Ann Buhl1
Allan Javier Cabral5
Jesper Lloyd Castro Calado 3
Jeryan Campo3




Pallavi Jayavant Chopade 4
Dennis Labayo Chua2
Lissa Lynn Julaton Cruz5
Olivia Donna Del Olmo3
Heidi Javier Del Pilar5






Jihan Amr Hussein El Sokkary3
Sayli Uday Erande 3
Lana Elise Palafox Esteves 2










Erika Mabelle Homoroc Generoso5
Arjohn Dave Gabato Gill4







Czesar A. Hernandez 4
Darleen Anico Hernandez2
Stacy LeAnn Hess3
























Marifel Mae Magno 4
Paul A. Marino1
Cecilia Clemente Mary4
Jamie Maurice Robert McFarland4
Maria Roxette Calulo Montales 3
Sunghoon Moon1
Fe Torio Navarro5
Mary Ann Pitogo Navasquez- Salvatore 4
Christine Elizabeth Nettles 2
Na’Andria Ruth Newsom 2



















Maria Cirille Avila Pinon5
Angela Beatrize Manese Policarpio 4 
Scott Stuart Porter 2
Christina Marie Pulliam5
Roma Dimarucut Puyat3
Maria Carousel Carampatan Quijano4








Nicouhl Jay Tolentino Rivera1 
Jovelyn Cadiz Roca3 
Janine Cornelia Ropp 4 










Michael De Leon Simbulan 2
Constance Dallas Sinreich 4
Saritha Sirivol1
Jennifer Ann Skierka 5
Marilyn Soper1
Diana Michele Stich1
Charleen Amanda Stubbington 4
Charles Tan3
Daniel Poblete Tan5
Joven San Mateo Tan 2
Lisa Kay Tanguay1
Derek Alan Taylor 2
Anna Marie Tefora4
Vaishali Jaydeep Thakker 4 
Lori-Ann Tierney 4
JoySingsonUy2
Abhijitsinh Dashrathsinh Vaghela 4
©42
Lauro Gotladera Villegas 4
Mary Ann Montemayor Wong5
Thelma Rita Yanga-Barksdale4
BACHELOR OF ARTS



























With a minor in Human and Family Development








With a minor in Communication Studies
With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Hattie Adair Huseby1
With a minor in Psychology
Carrie Virginia Jacka1
With a minor in Gerontology
With a minor in Psychology
Dawson Edward Jakober 4
Summa Cum Laude
Adele Jeanne Kopp4
With a minor in Psychology
Summa Cum Laude
Madison Lamar Larson1
With a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude
Allyson Kaye Mertz1









With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Michelle Anna Simpson 4
With a minor in Psychology
Kortney Mila Sims4
With a minor in Gerontology
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Neiman Alexis Snetzer 4
With a minor in Spanish
Cum Laude
Taylor Paige Stoeger4


















With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Mercedes Alyssa Bawden4
With a minor in Communication Studies





Kianna L. Chandler 4
Marvin Edward Colman1
Valerie S. Cook1
Angela Lin Coyle 3









Kaysha L. Eldred 4
Molly Katherine Ellender1
Samantha Grace Engebretsen1
With a minor in Gerontology


















With a minor in Psychology
Summa Cum Laude




With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Amanda Louise Johnson 4
Marie Cathleen Kafton 4




Miranda Angeline Keenan 4
With a mi nor in Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
Molly Elizabeth Kennedy3
With a minor in Human and Family Development
Sarah Jane Kesler 4
Magna Cum Laude
Katherine Klassen1
With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude






















With a minor in Gerontology
Cum Laude
Thomas Dale Plumley1




Laishia DeeAnn Roth 4




1 Spring 202012 Summer 202015 Autumn 20201 * Spring 202115 Summer 2021
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Emily Beth Sherman 1 
With a minor in Art Studio
Ashley Elisabeth Slack1
Todd James Smith3
Isabel Breanne Snyders 4
With a minor in Art Studio
Rose Marie Sweeney4
Magna Cum Laude
Kali B. Taylor1 
Summa Cum Laude
University Scholar
Victoria F. Templin 4
With a minor in Psychology 
Summa Cum Laude
Carly Rose Thomas 4










Trajon Michael Cotton 4
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN HEALTH & HUMAN 
PERFORMANCE
Tristin Rose Achenbach 4










Sara L. Bigelow 4




With a minor in Biology







With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Reece G. Brandon1













With a minor in Biochemistry
With a minor in Biology
Cum Laude
Nicholas Bradley Bays Costa4
Nolan Robert Davis1
Braydon C. Deming 4
Cum Laude


















Mikayla Dawn Furrow 4
With a minor in Biology
Magna Cum Laude
Grayson Seamas Gibian-Smith5







Kylie Anne Hay ton1
Cum Laude
Josef Mac Helton 4
Cum Laude
Darby Marie Henthorn3
With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Colton John Hess 4
Ashlyn E. Hester3
With a minor in Global Public Health
Dominique Thompson Holt4 
Nicholas P. Huber3
With a minor in Mathematics
Cum Laude
Melissa Jo Huddleston1






Bostian Daniel Johnstone2 
William Richard Jones1
Summa Cum Laude





With a minor in Psychology
Dylan Jarett Emerson Kipp 4
Cum Laude
Alexis Knauss4
With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Trase Edward Le Texier 3
John Aaron Leske1
Magna Cum Laude
Chelsey Lorraine Lewis 4












Jaree Jodie Mane 4












With a minor in Gerontology
Cum Laude
Carla Ellen Nicosia1













Madelyne Halle Wilma Peterson1
Paige Elizabeth Phillips2








Spring 202011 Summer 202015 Autumn 202014 Spring 202115 Summer 2021■■ i ®44
Joshua Eric Riley1
1 Spring 202012 Summer 202013 Autumn 20201 * Spring 202115 Summer 2021
Gillian Anne Ritchie1





Brendon Dale Running Wolf2
Roy William Savage1















Ashling Grace Slevin 2
Zena Katrin Smith1
With a minor in Business Administration
Cum Laude





With a minor in Global Public Health
Jayla Marie Wells 4
Ashley Knuchel White1
With a minor in Global Public Health
















Veronica Anne Farrier 4
Summa Cum Laude
Jeni Beth Gurney 4
Cum Laude
Holly Ansay Houston4
















With a minor in Environmental Studies
Mikayla Ann Thomas 4
With a minor in Psychology
Cum Laude
Margaret Xiajing Zook 4 
Summa Cum Laude












Kelcey Marie Daily 4
Kimberly Anne Daly 3
























Wilford Travis Lee Schweer4
Mckenzie Cai Smith1
















































The candidates will be presented by 
Laurie Baefsky, Dean of the College of the 
Arts and Media.
MASTER OF ARTS
Enviromental Science & Natural 
Resource Journalism
Mary Katherine Auld 4













Ashley Nicole Atkinson 2
Rachel Amber Bemis 5
Madeline Marie Delaney 2
Britany Mae Eisenzimer2
Samantha Richelie Finch 2
Mikell Shiavon Fox 2
Dana M. Grob5







Mark Thomas Nygren 2
Julie Belote Papp5
Willi Ann Prince 5
Kaitlin Jeanine Switzer 2
Melissa Leigh Wogsland 2
Theatre
David Edward Mills-Low4
MASTER OF FINE ARTS
Art








John Charles Bromley 4






























With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Magna Cum Laude
Elisabeth Kate Buick1
With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Ramona Lynn Cajune1
Maxwell Lee Comjean3
Rachel Joyce Cox 4
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
Summa Cum Laude
Rio Crichfield-Weber1
With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Nathan Thomas Day1





Melanie Kathrine Edwards 2
Lilli Ursula Gernert1









Morgan E. Nydam 4
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
Cum Laude
Salisha Anne Old Bull4
Brian Thomas Pinon 4
Magna Cum Laude
Jordan E. Rauk 3
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
Cum Laude
Hayley Michelle Salcido 2





With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Dance
Mackenzie Marie Black1




Shenoah Rain Curley Wildshoe 4 
With a minor in Psychology 
Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Gabrieli Horton 4
Magna Cum Laude
Amber Rose Laiche 4
Kaylee Esther Osentowski1
Talia Brooke Randle4
With a minor in Psychology
Magna Cum Laude
Jordan Julianna Stuber 4
With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
Rakel Mercedes Tangvald 4






























With a minor in Nonprofit Administration 
Magna Cum Laude







Chloe Erin Ortega 4
Summa Cum Laude
James John Pierce4
Ariyana Maria Pilskalns 2





Victoria Mary Ruebusch 4
Magna Cum Laude






Hannah L. Wheeler 2
Ashton Mackenzie Wilson4
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Music






















With a minor in English — '
Cum Laude
Sarah N. Hertig 3




Ashley Nicole Lindgren 4










With a minor in Japanese
Cum Laude
Wesley Lawrence Yarnall4
Patrick John Yoder 2





With a minor in Art History/Criticism
With a minor in Media Arts
Cum Laude
Danielle Marie Esakoff4
With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Summa Cum Laude
Hannah Rose Gitlin1
With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Magna Cum Laude
Nicolle T. Hamm1
With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Cum Laude
Megan Melinda Hult1






With a minor in Art History/Criticism
With a minor in Art Studio
Cum Laude
Morgan A. Legare 3
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
Summa Cum Laude
Cheryl K. Lehman3
With a minor in English
Cum Laude
Julianna M. Lucero1
With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Mary Leona McCormick 3
Cum Laude
Catalina Maria McElrath 4




Jacob Collin Joseph Monroe1
With a minor in Art History/Criticism 
Cum Laude
Stella Marie Nall1




With a minor in Art History/Criticism
Kammi Anne Pilati1

















Tiki Summer Preston 2































With a minor in Linguistics
Cum Laude
Cecelia Eileen Freese 4
Magna Cum Laude
Nicolas Todd Goodrich1

























Haylie S. Peacock 4















Kevin Michael Stevens 4



























Liam Joseph Mayer 4
Magna Cum Laude
Shannara E. McDunn4










With a minor in Media Arts

















Blazz August Wood 4
Cum Laude




















James Kurt Bradley 4




With a minor in Climate Change Studies
Cum Laude
University Scholar




With a minor in Media Arts
Magna Cum Laude
Quinn P. Corcoran1
With a minor in Chinese




Hazel L. Cramer 4
Cum Laude
Sara Elizabeth Diggins 4
Magna Cum Laude
John Paul Kenyon Edge 4













Sydney Emilia Hanson 3















With a minor in Media Arts
With a minor in Women’s, Gender & Sexuality Studies
Summa Cum Laude
Daniel William McGrath 3
Ryan Ahmad McKinley 4
Raven Marie McMurry3
Jamie Shay McNally1
Wich a minor in Media Arts
Zachary Hersch Meyer4
Michael Alexander Miller 4
Cum Laude
Hailey E. Monaco 4
Magna Cum Laude
Tessa Jeanette Nadeau1
With a minor in Media Arts
Magna Cum Laude
Luke Remie Nicholson4




With a minor in Anthropology














With a minor in Media Arts
Madison M. Seipp4
Cum Laude






With a minor in Communication Studies
Kaitlyn A. Torgerson 4
With a minor in Art Studio
KipTyler Vetos2
Briane Nicole White 2
Zhijun Yang1
Victor O. Yvellez1









Taylor Marie Loughlin Bushey 4
Cum Laude
Rose Nielson Cerquone1
With a minor in Media Arts
Summa Cum Laude
Connor Tavish Dennis 4
Summa Cum Laude
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Magna Cum Laude —
Paul J. Bruce3
Cum Laude
Connor Tavish Dennis 4
Summa Cum Laude
Alexandra Grace Evans1








Gordon James Martin 4
Summa Cum Laude




Alyssa Marin Otter 4
Leyton Lee Quinn4





BACHELOR OF ARTS IN
RADIO-TV
Radio-Television
Jessica H. Brown 4
MISSOULA COLLEGE
The candidates will be presented by







Brooke Marie Eversole 2
Gabrielle Narcisa Garcia5
Cum Laude
Cambria Y. Grieser 4
Summa Cum Laude
Kimberly Erin Hayes1
Jayden Bailey Loran 4
Sharon Myers 4
Summa Cum Laude


























































Megan Rae Bradshaw 4
Jason Douglas Broadwater5 
Jade Castle 4















Orrin Daniel Black 4
Charles Alexander Bondurant2
Eric Dean Brown 2
Isaiah J. Degarmo 4
Camillia Alicia Diacon1
Johnelle M. Ditonno4
Gretchen Kay Donahue 4
Kerry Alexander Edwards1
Kevin M. Griffith 4
Summa Cum Laude
























Matthew Thomas Basque 4
Cum Laude
Liana Mikhilovna Bobko1












Kaitlin Mary Hoopes1 
HayleM.Jerke4
Cum Laude
























Heather Renee Wonnacott ’
Magna Cum Laude
Marie Ann Zens Kimerly1
Summa Cum Laude
Management












Holly Sue Clark *
Cum Laude
Kristin Danae Geer 4








































































Jaclyn Irene Wold 4











Tamara Kay Henry 3
December Aurora Jackson 3
Magna Cum Laude
Vanessa Anne Lentz 3
Magna Cum Laude









Troy Douglas Bawden 4 
Cum Laude
Reid Kenneth Broadhurst1
Jordan Trey Clark 4

















Tyler Allen Jahn 4
Cum Laude





Kathryn Anne Peterson 4






Michael Davis Whitley-Layton 5
Max Henry Wiese 4
Matthew M. Woldstad 4
Surgical Technology
Lindsey Claybum1
1 Spring 202012 Summer 202013 Autumn 202014 Spring 20211s Summer 2021
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Cum Laude *Z_  '
Courtney N. Molzhon4
Magna Cum Laude


























Cameron West Yarborough 4
ASSOCIATE OF ARTS
Alivia Rain Abrahamson 1















Amelia Rose Beard 4
Jake Bailey Beggin1
Helen Marie Bell-White4


















Luara Belle Chambers 3
Steven Benjamin Christensen 2
Jeremy Russell Clarke1
Tanya Leonalynn Coffey3
Shelby Maci Cole 2
Campbell Lea Collins 4
Kristi Jo Collins 3
Sarah Renee Compton1
Hallie Louise Conway 3
Rebecca Lynn Cooper1
Mason Alexander Corcoran4
Brian Paul Cossey 4
John M. Cotter1








Madeline Mae Del Guerra 4
Magna Cum Laude























Joshua Morgan-Conan Fuquay 2 
James Garland 4
Cate L. Genshaw 4
Barbara Ann Greely1








Jacob Michael Haley 4
Abigail Faith Hamper4
Kayla Mary-Dawn Hawkins 1 
Merriman Louise Hemming 3 
Christopher Thomas Hightower1
Magna Cum Laude











Michael Lee Ireland Belport4
Gary W. Jensen 2
Summa Cum Laude









Maelyn Catherine Kisthard 4
Eiton Kogoya2
Yulianus Kogoya3
Sarah M. Konen 2
Spencer Dylan Ladage ’
Riley Joseph Lamb1
51




Mckenna Renee Lavalley 2
Amberlynn Lea Lawson1 
Pay ton Alexander Lefthand 4
Patricia Ruth Levy 2
Lukas Riley Lindeman4
Nikolas Albert Linden 4
Cum Laude
WilliamBear David Frank Robert4 







Qwinn Theodore Lulis 4
Magna Cum Laude






Cari Anne Maus 4
Magna Cum Laude



































Sarah Junette Peters 4
Teresa R. Piazzola1




Kayla Lorene Pomeroy 4

















































Kara S. Wissenbach 4
Cum Laude
Richard Benjamin Worst1















Ismail Matias Baied 4
Kate-Lyn Marie Compton 4
Jordan Troy Dew 4
Magna Cum Laude










Kamilla Aurora Tanaka 4
Stephen Andrew Tuttle 4
Zane T. Whiting 3
Registered Nursing




Francis T. Caina 4





Amanda Lenea Costner 3
Mikelle Rose Dacus4








Lucas Myles Finlay 3
Magna Cum Laude





Delani Diane Hanley 3
Kaye Alyssa Harberd3













Samantha Loret De Mola Lawrence3
Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Marie Marcinek3


























































































Brandon James Neumayer 2












Dawson James Wahl-Meixner 4 



































































































Arthur Eugene Sykes 4
Cum Laude













































Gweneviere Elon Sorensen 4
Isabella Faith Talbert3
Jennifer Tolley 4
Marie Ann Zens Kimerly1
Summa Cum Laude
Pharmacy Technology















































Jane Elizabeth Duffy 4
Magna Cum Laude
June L. Homuth 2






Eric Dean Brown 2
Jessie Cole Cunningham 4
Gretchen Kay Donahue 4


















Kajun Sawyer Schmaus 4
Caleb George Tipp1
Cum Laude














Liam R. Johnson 2







The candidates will be presented by
Paul Kirgis, Dean of the Alexander Blewett
111 School of Law.
MASTER OF PUBLIC 
ADMINISTRATION
Saray Cecilia Amundson 5
Michael Lawrence Ashton5
1 Spring 202012 Summer 2020]3 Autumn 202014 Spring 202115 Summer 2021
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Danielle LaRae Barnes-Smith 2
Frank Louis Belgarde5 
Kathryn Anne Benz3 
Victoria Mckinley Bigelow1 
Leigha Rose Bradford3 
Kyle Eugene Brester 4 
Angela Marie Bridegam1 
Gabrielle Renee Broere 4 
Sadie Jordan Caltrider3 
Sara Elizabeth Channell3 
Katherine Marie Cowley3 
Kyndra Cozzie3 
Shelby L. Danna 4 
Leslie Lynn Dickerson 4 
Lisa Marie Dworak 2 
Sara Caitlin Edwards3
Sierra Farmer3
Magali Nadia Frezzotti1 
Joshua James Friend5 
Sam Garetson5
Cara Lynn Grewell5
Maxwell Douglas Hamberger 4 
Suzanne Patricia Harrison4 
Megan Leihua Hazen 4 
Claire Catherine Howard4 
Jessica LaRose Iverson 4 
Dylan McKenzie Jaicks1 
Tiana Lori Jensen 4 
Christine M. Jewett2 
Kristen Sara Jordan1 
Hallee C. Kansman1
Derek Helmut Kanwischer3 
Joseph Phillip Kolman1 
Desirae Lindquist3
Nicholas Samuel Malinak2 
Andrew Mazzullo3 
Emily Marjoria McCulloch 4 
Jennifer Rae McCully1
Camille McGoven5 
Emily Jean McVey2 
Kaitlin Renea Pugh 4 
Kyle Dale Roberts 2 
Michelle Rae Sangrey2 
Emily Merrell Sather3 
Gwendolyn Taylor Satterfield4 
Rebekah E. Schaefer1 
Samuel D. Scott1 
Michele Christine Scotti1 
Sydney MiKaye Sherick3 
Heather Sobrepena3 
Jasmine Taylor 2 
Brandy Lynn Tenas4
Katrina Diana Thorness Karras5 
Alyssa Maren Townsend 4 
Marthe Yvonne VanSickle1 
Marjorie A. Vegoren1 






Jason M. Emery1 
Shantelle Page Gaynor2 
Melanie Warren Gospodarek1 
Troy Darrell Monroe1 
Meghann Elizabeth Schroeder1 
Jill Caroline Seigmund 3 
Christopher D. Waite1
Public Policy
Danielle LaRae Barnes-Smith 2
Frank Louis Belgarde 3 
Gabrielle Renee Broere4
Suzanne Patricia Harrison4
Dylan McKenzie Jaicks1 
Renee Louise Kelley3
Marthe Yvonne VanSickle1
1 Spring 202012 Summer 202013 Autumn 20201 * Spring 202115 Summer 2021
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DEPARTMENT CEREMONIES & RECEPTIONS
FRIDAY, APRIL 30, 2021
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I I
PROGRAM/DEPARTMENT I TIME I LOCATION
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 1--------------------------- 1------------------------------------------------------------
ROTC Commissioning Ceremony I 3-4 p.m. I Schreiber Gym
------------------------------------------------------------- - -------------------- 1--------------------------- 1--------------------------- ---------------------------------
Skaggs School of Pharmacy Hooding I 4-5 p.m. I Washington-Grizzly Stadium
------------------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------- 1------------------------------ 1---------------------------------------------------------- - -------
Public Administration & Policy Hooding I 5:30-7 p.m. I Ten Spoon Vineyard & Winery
Doctor of Physical Therapy Hooding I 6-7 p.m. I Washington-Grizzly Stadium
----- ------------------------- — I I
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